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Abstract. We describe a database for number elds that has been integrated into the algebraic number theory system Kant. The database gives
ecient access to the tables of number elds that have been computed
during the last years and is easily extended.
A set of functions that are speci c for a number eld database has been
integrated into the user interface Kash of Kant. The user has thus the
possibility to create queries which involve special functions on number
elds provided by Kant.

1 Introduction
In the last years several extensive lists of number elds were calculated, containing data for hundreds of thousands of number elds (see e. g. [22, 2, 11, 3], or
[5, App. B] for other references). These lists have been generated with the help
of programs for algebraic number theory such as Kant [7, 15, 6] and Pari [1] and
most of this data is available in formats that can be read by those programs.
However, no mechanisms had been implemented that allow an ecient access to
the data.
In this paper we describe a database for number elds that has been integrated into Kant and that gives ecient access to the computed number elds.
The database has been designed to use one of the available relational database
management systems that support SQL [8, 13] as a query language. It can thus
use the technologies that have been developed for relational databases to handle large amounts of data. A set of functions that are speci c to a number eld
database have been integrated into the user interface Kash [15] of Kant. Thus the
user can create queries that involve special functions on number elds provided
by Kant.
For the connection to the database management system that stores the data
we use several layers of functionality and we utilize standards as often as possible. It is thus possible to change the underlying database management system
without too much e ort, should such an undertaking be necessary.
?
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The organization of the paper is as follows. The basic design considerations
for the database are described in Sec. 2. The layers of functionality we have used
are given in Sec. 3 A discussion of some special topics that arise in connection
with a number eld database is contained in Sec. 4.
In Sec. 5 we give some examples of the use of the database. Queries that can
be handled by the database system alone are described in Sec. 5.1. However, the
examples given in Sec. 5.2 involve the combination of the database management
system and the number theory system in an essential way. This section exempli es that the combination of the involved systems is more powerful than the
\sum of its parts".

2 Design of the Database
Several partially contradicting goals had to be balanced when designing the
database.
{ The database has to allow ecient access to hundreds of thousands or even
millions of number elds.
{ The database should support access for all platforms supported by Kash.
{ The format of the data in the database should be independent of the platform
used and possible changes to the binary representation of number elds in
the Kant kernel.
{ Since Kash is available for academic institutions free of charge, the database
system that is used to store number eld data should be available under the
same conditions.
{ The database has to be extensible.
For these reasons we have chosen to use a database management system
(DBMS) that supports the SQL standard [8, 13]. By utilizing a standard it is
possible to support several databases | ones that are free of charge for academic
institutions and also highly optimized ones if needed by users.

2.1 Currently Used Tables
Currently the database contains tables in a form roughly corresponding to the
le output format for orders in Kash [15, 6].3
Within these tables we use the generating polynomial as a key. This is possible because two non-isomorphic number elds cannot have the same generating
polynomial. However, two isomorphic number elds may have di erent generating polynomials, see the discussion given in Sec 4.
3

In order to speed up common queries we store the full signature of the number
elds and not only its real part. We also store the regulator both with the full given
precision but also as a oating-point number of the database, because this enables
fast queries which use a bound on the regulator as a criterion. These additions cause
only a negligible storage overhead.

If we want to ensure that we do not multiply store information of isomorphic number elds, we have to use some functionality that is provided by the
surrounding Kash system, cf. Sec. 4.

3 Layering the Database Functions
3.1 System Independent Connection Functions
Although the query language is standardized by SQL, the C-APIs4 used to access
the database are not. Some databases support standards also in this respect
like Microsoft's \Open Database Connectivity" (ODBC) [20], but most of the
databases available under UNIX do not. However, the functionality that is needed
is similar for all databases. It is necessary that there are APIs for

{ opening a connection to the DBMS;
{ sending SQL queries to the DBMS;
{ retrieving the result of a query from the DBMS.
Using several layers of functionality it is thus possible to introduce a layer of
connection functions that is independent of the used system and through which
all of the access of the higher layers to the database management system can go
through.

Kash database functions
Kant database functions

System independent connection functions
System dependent connection functions
C-APIs
DBMS

Fig. 1. Layers of the number eld database
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We use the usual acronym API for application programming interface . Almost all
database management systems provide APIs for the C programming language [16].

The use of the layer \system dependent connection functions" are similar in
spirit to the \Z classes" of D. Fuqua [12]5 or of DBI [4].
In the current implementation we have provided system dependent connection functions for the shareware database mSQL [14], which is available free
of charge for academic institutions. Extensions of this layer to support other
database systems are relatively easy.6 Implementations of the necessary system dependent connection functions for databases supporting ODBC [20] and
Postgres95 [24] are currently under development.

3.2 Kant Database Functions and Kash Database Functions
Only a basic set of functions that is necessary to deal with the number eld
database had to be implemented as a C-library, a library extending the Kant
library functions. Basically, following functionality is given by this C-library.
{ Opening and closing connections to a number eld database.
{ Inserting new number elds into the database.
{ Deleting number elds from the database.
{ Sending a query to the database and successively retrieving the matching
number elds. The retrieved number elds are parsed into the internally
used binary format.
{ Counting the number of matches of a query.
With the help of these functions it is easily possible to write a set of more
sophisticated functions in Kash that facilitate the use of the database. For instance a function that checks whether there is a isomorphic number eld in the
database is written within a few lines of code in Kash.

4 Some Special Topics of a Number Field Database
One of the major problems for a database of number elds is the representation
of the stored data, since there is no canonical form of a general number eld
known. Since a number eld k is a nite extension of Q , we can assume that k
is given in the form Q (), where  is a root of a monic, irreducible polynomial
f (t) 2 Z[t], which is called a generating polynomial of k. Hence, k is a nite
The \Z classes" are implemented in C++ [23] to provide consistent C++ APIs
to commonly used database. Our system dependent layer are C functions, whose
implementation has been in uenced by the implementation of the \Z classes".
6
In Fig. 1 the layers that vary with the di erent database managements systems are
given as dashed boxes. The layers that are invariant to such changes are given as
framed boxes. Since the query language is the standardized SQL for the database
management systems, the \user visible part" is independent of the used system and
thus the layer \DBMS" is given as a framed box. Only the C-APIs are varying
and have to be matched by a corresponding set of \system dependent connection
functions". All other layers are not a ected by changes of the underlying database
management system.
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vector space over Q and every element in k can be uniquely represented in the
form
= a1 + a2  + : : : + an n 1 ;
with ai 2 Q (1  i  n) and n := deg(f ). Moreover, using this representation
we can perform all kinds of arithmetic in k and therefore the description of
a generating polynomial is an important part of the system we describe. But
unfortunately, the polynomial f is not uniquely determined, as the next example
shows:

Example. Consider the polynomials f (t) = t 21t +35 and f (t) = t +3t
1

3

2

3

2

18t + 15 and the number elds ki generated by root i of fi (i = 1; 2). These
two number elds are isomorphic and an embedding of k1 into k2 is given by
 : k1 ! k2 : 1 7! 10 52 22 :

Note, however, that this embedding is not unique, since
~ : k1 ! k2 : 1 7! 1 + 2

is also a proper embedding. We would like to remark that by ordering the roots
of each polynomial, we could de ne a unique embedding from k1 into k2 .

4.1 Test for Isomorphisms and Constructing Embeddings
As a consequence of the above representation of number elds using a primitive
element, a test whether or not a certain eld is already contained in the database
is not trivial and in addition it is not a straight{forward procedure to extend the
stored information of a number eld, if the additional data is given in a di erent
representation. Before we consider the situation that we want to extend the
database, we put our focus on the situation that only two number elds k1 and
k2 are given. Here we have to solve the following two problems:
1. decide, whether or not these two elds are isomorphic,
2. if k1 and k2 are isomorphic, nd an embedding  : k1 ! k2 .
We will see that these two problems are closely connected and that all algorithms we state here will prove that two elds are isomorphic by constructing
an embedding from one eld into the other.
Before we construct an embedding  : k1 ! k2 we perform some easy test
to make sure that k1 and k2 are not de nitely non isomorphic elds. Checking
the invariants of a number eld are a good way to do so, since two isomorphic
number elds have the same invariants [21, 17]. Note, that the reverse conclusion
is not true, and hence the invariants are only a test, but not a proof.
For our purposes the most important invariants of a number eld k are the
signature and the discriminant k. There are certainly more invariants, like the
regulator Rk , the class group Clk , the Galois group Gal(k) or the  {function of k,

but these are much harder to compute than the two mentioned above and long
computations have shown that these two invariants are very good indicators
for non isomorphic elds. For example there are only 2253 elds of degree 5
and signature (3; 1) with a non unique discriminant (for 2139 of these elds
the number of non isomorphic elds is exactly 2) in the set of all elds of this
signature and a discriminant bounded by 5000000. The total number of elds
with this property is 79394 [22]. We would like to mention, that some additional
fast tests, like the veri cation of the decomposition behavior of small rational
primes in a number eld, are possible if the pseudo tests need to be improved.
We will now sketch two algorithms to construct an embedding of k1 into k2 if
the two elds passed the pseudo tests. In the following let ki be generated by
a root i of a monic, irreducible polynomial fi (t) 2 Z[t] (i = 1; 2) of degree
n = deg(f1 ) = deg(f2 ).

Embedding by factorization. The rst algorithm uses the factorization of
polynomials over number elds [18, 9]. The number eld k1 is isomorphic to k2
if and only if the polynomial f1 has a linear factor in k2 [t], e.g. there is an 2 k2
satisfying (t ) j f1 (t). Using we de ne an embedding of k1 into k2 by
 : k1 ! k2 : 1 7! :

Embedding by enumeration. This second method uses the LLL{algorithm
[19] combined with the Fincke{Pohst algorithm for determining all lattice points
in an ellipsoid. The basic idea is the same as in the rst algorithm. We try to
nd a root of the polynomial f1 in the number eld k2 . The roots of f1 are
algebraic integers, and since we already know the discriminant of the number
eld k2 , we can assume that we know an integralPbasis !1 ; : : : ; !n of k2 [21, 5],
i.e. a Q {basis of k2 such that an element = ni=1 ai !i 2 k2 is an algebraic
integer if and only if ai 2 Z (1  i  n) and we denote the set of the algebraic
integers of k2 by Ok2 .
To sketch the method, let 1 ; : : : ; n be the set of all Q {isomorphisms from
k2 into sub elds of C . By
h; i : k  k ! R : (x; y) 7!
2

2

X  (x) (y)
n
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i

i

we de ne a scalar product on k2 , such that (Ok2 ; h; i) is a lattice. The Fincke{
Pohst algorithm [10] computes all points in this lattice with a bounded or given
value of the norm function T2 associated to the scalar product. The enumeration procedure can be improved dramatically if an LLL reduced basis of L is
used. Since we can compute the value of T2 for all roots of f1 by evaluating
Pni=1 (1i)(1i), where (1i) (1  i  n) are the roots of f1, we are able to prove
whether or not the polynomial f1 has a root in k2 by enumerating the nite
number of points in Ok2 with the correct T2 value. For each of the evaluated
points we check if it is a root of f1 . Once such an element is found, we can de ne

an embedding of k1 into k2 analog to the last algorithm. If no such element is
found, k1 is not isomorphic to k2 .
There has been a tremendous improvement on algorithms for the factorization of polynomials over number elds in the recent past, so that this method
seems to be the best choice in general at the moment. Nonetheless the enumeration method has proven to be better for elds of degrees up to 5 with moderate
discriminants. Moreover the second method has advantages over the factorization method, if we have to do several isomorphism tests for a single number eld,
since we can precompute and store a lot of the needed data.

4.2 Extending the Stored Information
We are now coming back to the problem of extending an existing database.
Here we have to check whether for a given number eld k an isomorphic one
is already stored and if we can extend the data of the stored eld. We proceed
quite similar to the above case. First, we extract all elds from the database
having the same signature and discriminant (if more informations are without
any additional computations available, we extend the search criterion) as k and
then we test if one of the extracted elds is isomorphic to k. In case this is true,
the isomorphism test has computed an embedding from k into the eld stored
in the database as well, so if informations are known for k that are not already
stored, we can transfer these data easily.

5 Use of the Database
5.1 Queries Involving the DBMS Only
Several queries can be handled by the underlying database management system
alone. The Kash functions are only needed to parse the number elds from their
representation in the relational database to their representation in Kash.
The queries that can be handled by the database management system alone
are the ones that consist of logical connections of atomic queries with the

{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

generating polynomial,
degree,
discriminant,
signature,
regulator of the unit system,
Galois group,
class number,
number of cyclic factors of the class group,
the transformation matrix for an integral basis,

to give the most important ones.
In Table 1 we summarize the results of some queries. The timings that are
given heavily depend on the used database system. The given timings show that
for a subset of the currently computed number eld data the shareware database
mSQL is suciently ecient. Notice that the time for counting all matching
number elds is generally smaller than the one for returning even one matching
number eld, because in the latter case the DBMS has to collect data that has
to be returned.

Table 1. Summary of some queries

The timings where on a HP 735 using mSQL. The sample database contained
83806 number elds.
Query 1: "degree=5 and [signature real]=3 and [class number]>1"
Query 2: "degree=5 and [signature real]=5 and regulator>99.5"
Query 3: "[signature real]=5 and [KANT name Galois group] LIKE '%D5%'"
Query 1 Query 2 Query 3
Time for returning rst match
0.51 sec 4.95 sec 0.00 sec
Avg. time for returning a consecutive match 0.00 sec 0.00 sec 0.00 sec
Time for counting all matches
0.05 sec 0.76 sec 0.00 sec
Number of matches
1284 17939
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5.2 Queries Involving Kash Functions
We will give some examples of queries that involve the combination of a database
query with functions of Kash.

Example 1. We want to extract all elds k of degree 5 and class number 2

from the database, such that there are exactly two prime ideals above 3 and 5 in
k. There have been 343 elds with this property stored in the sample database.
The total number of elds of degree 5 and class number 2 in the database were
1244. Here is the Kash sample session:
kash> DbOpen ("donald:kantnf");;
kash> DbQueryFLDTable ("degree = 5 and [class number] = 2");
true
kash> L := [];
[ ]
kash>
kash> repeat
>
o := DbNextOrderFromQuery ();
>
if o <> false then

>
if (Length (Factor (3*o)) = 2) and (Length (Factor (5*o)) = 2)
>
then Add (L, o);
>
fi;
>
fi;
> until o = false;
kash> Length (L);
343
kash> Factor (3*L[100]);
[ [
[3 1 2 2 0]
[0 1 0 0 0]
[0 0 1 0 0]
[0 0 0 1 0]
[0 0 0 0 1]
, 1 ], [
[3 2 2 0 1]
[0 1 0 0 0]
[0 0 1 0 0]
[0 0 0 3 0]
[0 0 0 0 1]
, 2 ] ]
kash> Factor (5*L[100]);
[ [ <5, [2, 1, 0, 0, 0]>, 1 ], [ <5, [15, 10, 9, 15, 3]>, 1 ] ]
kash> DbCountMatchesQueryFLDTable
> ("degree = 5 and [class number] = 2");
1244

Example 2. In our second example we are interested in all totally real elds k

of degree 3, such that there exists a totally real quadratic extension generated by
a unit of k, which is unrami ed at all places. We know that for such an extension
the class number of k has to be divisible by 2. The procedure given below found
146 elds.
The database request alone extracted 612 elds and has thus limited the
search space for the Kash procedure tremendously.
kash> DbOpen ("donald:kantnf");;
kash> DbQueryFLDTable
> ("degree=3 and [signature real]=3 and [class number]>1");
true
kash> L := [];
[ ]
kash> repeat
>
o := DbNextOrderFromQuery ();
>
if o <> false then
>
if (OrderClassGroup (o) [1] mod 2 = 0) then
>
U := OrderUnitsFund (o);
>
for u in [U[1],U[2],U[1]*U[2],-U[1],-U[2],-U[1]*U[2]] do
>
tmp := Flat (MatToColList (EltCon (u)));
>
if ForAll (tmp, n -> Re (n) > 0) then

>
O := Order (o,2,u);
>
if (Norm (OrderKextDisc (O)) = 1) then
>
Add (L, [o,u]);
>
fi;
>
fi;
>
od;
>
fi;
>
fi;
> until o = false;
kash> Length (L);
146
kash> DbCountMatchesQueryFLDTable
> ("degree=3 and [signature real]=3 and [class number]>1");
612
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